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The first official adult coloring book that ties into HISTORY� network's hit series Ancient 
Aliens�: brimming with forty richly detailed illustrations of ancient artifacts, awe-inspiring 
archeological locations, and cultural phenomena, Ancient Aliens : The Coloring Book 
immerses both the show's fans and coloring enthusiasts in the wonder of these enigmas.

Hundreds of thousands of viewers tune in to HISTORY� network's wildly popular hit show 
Ancient Aliens�. Introducing viewers to mysterious ancient relics and wondrous 
archeological sites, the show explores the fascinating unanswered questions about the 
origins of our civilizations and the possibility of extraterrestrial influence on our cultures and 
development.

The perfect accompaniment to Ancient Aliens�: The Official Companion Book, this 
authorized coloring book includes intricately detailed illustrations of more than three dozen 
iconic monuments and objects tied to ancient astronaut theory-from the Great Pyramid 
of Giza to Mayan artifacts eerily similar to modern astronauts. Ancient Aliens : The Coloring 
Book is a must for Ancient Aliens� viewers-and an intriguing introduction to this mind-
blowing show for dedicated coloring devotees curious to explore our ancient civilizations in 
a unique way.

Ease away stress and anxiety and explore the fascinating possibility that we are not alone 
in the universe with this captivating one-of-a-kind coloring book!

An international hit television series, Ancient Aliens� takes viewers on a thought-provoking 
journey to uncover the possibility of extraterrestrial contact in our remote past. Exploring 
the most credible evidence unearthed, from the mysteries of ancient Egypt to the science 
behind time travel, each episode in this hit HISTORY� series examines the questions, first-
hand accounts and grounded theories surrounding the age old debate: Did intelligent 
beings from outer space visit Earth thousands of years ago? 

 

Other Books
Religion Brought To You By Ancient Aliens, Religion Brought To You By Ancient Aliens 
Journal - Notebook - 6x9 - 100 Pages - Graph Paper 5x5 - Glossy Softback Cover 
Amazing Religion Brought To You By Ancient Aliens illustrative work with Original Alien Head 
& Religious Signs. Act now & get your new favorite Conspiracy Theories artwork or gift it to 
family & friends. 100 duo sided bright white pages 6x9 dimensions, portable size (bag, 
school, home, work, desc, ...) High quality glossy softbound cover designed with love Makes 
an ideal present for any gift giving occasion Perfect gift idea for: birthdays, back to school, 
christmas, thanksgiving, family & friends, notebook & planner lovers, teachers, graduation 
gifts, co-workers, boss gift, gift baskets, ...
�����. Religion Brought To You By Ancient Aliens Journal - Notebook - 6x9 - 100 Pages - 
Graph Paper 5x5 - Glossy Softback Cover Amazing Religion Brought To You By Ancient 
Aliens illustrative work with Original Alien Head & Religious Signs."
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